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Nov. 9, 1998 

Dear Harold: 

So stuffy in the office today that even Rush Limbaugh can't keep 

me awake! 

I hope that you and Lil are doing better. I spoke to Clay Ogilvie 
the other day and he sent me the computer disk that has FAking and 
the other book on it. 

We are doing okay. Trying to get adjusted to life without dad. 
Kind of depressing. But we shall carry on. 

Guess you got a kick out of Newt Gingler resigning. I think it is 
funny that the Republicans think the reason that they did not do 
better is that they weren't fanatic enough. 

Enclosed is an article about Oliver Stone getting his special on 
TWA flight 800 canceled. Actually, he may be right in this case. 
As the FBI said, it is one thing to discount the missile theory, 
but after you question 80 witnesses that say they saw a missile, 

it is much harder. 

People forget that about 1 year before Flight 800, a Saudi jet liner 
reported that a missile flew past it over the ocean off Long Island. 

Did not get much press. 

My failure to line up a speaking engagement on JFK-bothArs me a little. 
Makes.: me reqlize a little what you have been up against. 

some fellow named Gus Russo has a new book out on JFK. He is cited 
on the dust jacket as helping Gerald Posner and Anthony Summers 
write their books. He mentions you one time. Seems to take the 
tack that JFK was killed because of his attempts on Castro. 
So Cuba did it. 

Good article in Cigar Afficianado mag by Sclesinger on JFK. Addresses 
some of the myths. Nothing on assassination. 

I'll send you acopy. Take care. 


